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Abstract:

In the last two decades, many efficient algorithmsand 
architectures have been introduced for the design of 
lowcomplexity bit-parallel multiple constant multiplica-
tions (MCM)operation which dominates the complex-
ity of many digital signalprocessing systems. On the 
other hand, little attention has beengiven to the digit-
serial MCM design that offers alternative lowcomplexi-
tyMCM operations albeit at the cost of an increased-
delay. In this paper mainly addressing the problem 
of optimizing the gate-level area in digit-serial MCM 
designs and introduce highlevelsynthesis algorithms, 
design architectures, and a computeraideddesign tool. 
Experimental results show the efficiency of thepro-
posed optimization algorithms and of the digit-serial 
MCMarchitectures in the design of digit-serial MCM 
operations andfinite impulse response filters.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

FINITE impulse response (FIR) filters are of greatim-
portance in digital signal processing (DSP) systemss-
ince their characteristics in linear-phase and feed-
forwardimplementations make them very useful for 
building stablehigh- performance filters. The direct and 
transposed-form FIRfilter implementations are illus-
trated in Fig. 1(a)
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and (b),respectively. Although both architectures have 
similar complexityin hardware, the transposed form is 
generally preferredbecause of its higher performance 
and power efficiency [1].The multiplier block of the digi-
tal FIR filter in its transposedform [Fig. 1(b)], where the 
multiplication of filter coefficientswith the filter input 
is realized, has significant impact onthe complexity and 
performance of the design because alarge number of 
constant multiplications are required. Thisis generally 
known as the multiple constant multiplications(MCM) 
operation and is also a central operation and perfor-
mancebottleneck in many other DSP systems such as 
fastFourier transforms, discrete cosine transforms 
(DCTs), anderror-correcting codes.

Although area, delay, and power efficient multiplier 
architectures,such as Wallace [2] and modified Booth 
[3] multipliers,have been proposed, the full flexibility 
of a multiplieris not necessary for the constant multi-
plications, since filtercoefficients are fixed and deter-
mined beforehand by the DSPalgorithms [4]. Hence, 
the multiplication of filter coefficientswith the input 
data is generally implemented under a
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shiftaddsarchitecture [5], where each constant multi-
plication isrealized using addition/subtraction and shift 
operations in anMCM operation [Fig. 1(c)].For the shift-
adds implementation of constant multiplications,a 
straightforward method, generally known as digit-
basedrecoding [6], initially defines the constants in bi-
nary.Then, for each “1” in the binary representation of 
the constant,according to its bit position, it shifts the 
variable and addsup the shifted variables to obtain the 
result. As a simple example, consider the constant mul-
tiplications 29x and 43x.Their decompositions in binary 
are listed as follows:

29x = (11101)bin x = x<<4+x<<3+x<<2+x
43x = (101011)bin x = x<<5+x<<3+x<<1+x

Which requires six addition operations as illustratedin 
Fig. 2(a).

However, the digit-based recoding technique does no-
texploit the sharing of common partial products, which 
allows great reductions in the number of operations 
consequently,in area and power dissipation of the 
MCM design at the gate level. Hence, the fundamental 
optimization problem,called the MCM problem, is de-
fined as finding the minimumnumber of addition and 
subtraction operations that implement the constant 
multiplications. Note that, in bit-parallel designof con-
stant multiplications, shifts can be realized using only-
wires in hardware without representing any area cost.

The algorithms designed for the MCM problem can 
becategorized in two classes: common sub-expression 
elimination(CSE) algorithms [7]–[9] and graph-based 
(GB) techniques[10]–[12]. The CSE algorithms initially 
extract all possiblesubexpressions from the represen-
tations of the constantswhen they are defined under 
binary, canonical signed digit(CSD) [7], or minimal 
signed digit (MSD) [8]. Then, they findthe “best” sub-
expression, generally the most common, to beshared 
among the constant multiplications.

The GB methodsare notlimited to any particular num-
ber representation andconsider a larger number of al-
ternative implementations of a constant, yielding bet-
ter solutions than the CSE algorithms, asshown in [11] 
and [12]. Returning to example in Fig. 2, the exact CSE 
algorithmof [9] gives a solution with four operations by 
finding the mostcommon partial products 3x = (11)bin 
x and 5x = (101)binx when constants are defined under 
binary, as illustrated inFig. 2(b). On the other hand, the 
exact GB algorithm [12]finds a solution with the mini-
mum number of operations bysharing the common 
partial product 7x in both multiplications,as shown in 
Fig. 2(c). Note that the partial product 7x =(111)binx 
cannot be extracted from the binary representationof 
43x in the exact CSE algorithm [9].

However, all these algorithms assume that the input 
datax is processed in parallel. On the other hand, in 
digit-serial arithmetic, the data words are divided into 
digit sets, consisting of d bits that are processed one at 
a time [13]. Since digitserialoperators occupy less area 
and are independent of thedata wordlength, digit-seri-
al architectures offer alternative lowcomplexitydesigns 
when compared to bit-parallel architectures.However, 
the shifts require the use of D flip-flops, as opposed 
to the bit-parallel MCM design where they are freein 
terms of hardware. Hence, the high-level algorithms 
should take into account the sharing of shift operations 
as well as thesharing of addition/subtraction opera-
tions in digit-serial MCMdesign. Furthermore, finding 
the minimum number of operationsrealizing an MCM 
operation does not always yield anMCM design with 
optimal area at the gate level [14]. Hence,the high-level 
algorithms should consider the implementationcost of 
each digit-serial operation at the gate level.

II. LUT DESIGN FOR MEMORY-BASED MULTI-
PLICATION:

The basic principle of memory-based multiplication is 
depictedin Fig. 2. Let be a fixed coefficient and be an 
inputword to be multiplied with. If we assume to be 
an unsignedbinary number of word-length, there can 
be possiblevalues of, and accordingly, there can be 
possiblevalues of product. Therefore, for the conven-
tional implementationof memory-based multiplication, 
a memoryunit of words is required to be used as look-
up-table consistingof pre-computed product values 
corresponding to all possiblevalues of.
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The product-word, for, is stored at the memory loca-
tion whose address is thesame as the binary value of, 
such that if bit binary valueof is used as address for the 
memory-unit, then the corresponding product value is 
read-out from the memory.Although possible values 
of correspond to possiblevalues of, recently we have 
shown that onlywords corresponding to the odd mul-
tiples of may only bestored in the LUT. One of the pos-
sible product words iszero, while all the rest are even 
multiples of A whichcould be derived by left-shift op-
erations of one of the odd multiplesof A. 

Table 1: Look up table

We illustrate this in Table I for at eightmemory loca-
tions, eight odd multiples are storedare derived by 
left-shift operations of. Similarly, and are derived by 
left-shifting, while and are derived by left-shifting and, 
respectively. The address corresponds to, which can be 
obtained by resetting the LUT output. For an input mul-
tiplicandof word-size similarly, only odd multiple values 
needto be stored in the memory-core of the LUT, while 
the othernon-zero values could be derived by left-shift 
operationsof the stored values. Based on the above, an 
LUT forthe multiplication of a bit input with bit coeffi-
cient is designedby the following strategy:

• A memory-unit of words of bit width is used to store 
all the odd multiples of A.

• A barrel-shifter for producing a maximum of left 
shifts is used to derive all the even multiples of A.

• The bit inputword is mapped to bit LUT address by 
an encoder.

Fig (a):LUT multiplier

 
Fig (b):4 to 3 bit encoder

 

Fig (c): Control circuit

 
Fig (d): Two stage logarithmic barrel-shifter
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Fig(e): NOR cell

• The control-bits for the barrel-shifter are derived by 
a control-circuit to perform the necessary shifts of the 
LUT output.Besides, a RESET signal is generated by the 
samecontrol circuit to reset the LUT output.

III. SIMULATION:

System-level testing may be performed with the Mod-
elSim logic simulator.Simulation is done through the 
ModelSim 6.3g_p1 for the FIR filter implantation as 
shown below.

Fig: Simulation results

IV.SYNTHESIS REPORT:

Xilinx’s patented algorithms for synthesis allow de-
signs to run upto 30% faster than competing programs, 
and allows greater logic density which reduces project 
costs.The synthesis report can be done through the Xil-
inx 9.2 to know the area delay. 

Fig:RTL schematic

 

Fig:Technology schematic

 

Fig: Design summary

Fig:Delay calculation

V.CONCLUSION:

New approaches to LUT-based-multiplication are sug-
gestedto reduce the LUT-size over that of conven-
tional design.By odd-multiple-storage scheme, for ad-
dress-length 4, theLUT size is reduced to half by using 
a two-stage logarithmic barrel-shifter and number of 
NOR gates, whereis the word-length of the fixed multi-
plying coefficients.
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Three memory-based structures having unit through-
put rate aredesigned further for the implementation of 
FIR filter. One ofthe structures is based on DA principle, 
and the other two arebased on LUT-based multiplier us-
ing the conventional and the proposed LUT designs. All 
the structures are found to havethe same or nearly the 
same cycle periods, which depend onthe implementa-
tion of adders, the word-length and the filterorder. The 
conventional LUT-multiplier-based filter has nearlythe 
same memory requirement and the same number of 
adders,and less number of input registers than the DA-
based design at the cost of higher adder-widths.
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